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About

Cannon Crew is a co-op Castle Defence Party game!

Play with a team of 1-4 and work together to stop the enemy breaching your castle walls. Feel free to get competitive within
your team - the more gold you can snatch or jobs you complete will give you a higher score than the others - but don't get too

distracted from the incoming horde!

Game Modes

- Story Mode

- Survival

- Puzzles

Difficulty

The difficulty changes depending on number of players in-game. If you're playing with a team of 4 then enemy waves will
arrive quicker and be harder to defeat - Singleplayer means enemies will move slower and take less hits.

Planned Features

- Online Co-Op

- Uploading Custom Levels to Steam Workshop
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Title: Cannon Crew
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
WoksOnStudios
Publisher:
WoksOnStudios
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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It good

+I like the gameplay
+the bosses are fun
+leather's artstyle is really sexy

-The music can get a little repetetive
-The game sometimes crashes
-The menu \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sucks
-Leather removed me from his friends list :(

Overall, buy this! It's a nice way to kill few hours
number\/number this is mah shot. While I genuinely enjoy visual novels I bought this because the devleoper/publisher was a
partner of Dharker Studios who I have been following for some time now. That being said I expected nothing more than "Oh
look boobs" from this game and honestly I can say I am pleasantly surrprised by what I got. While there is an uncensored to
reinforce my initial thoughts of "Just another Ero VN game" there is an actual story to be had here and apparently a lot of
content to see and read through.

My first playthrough took several hours -I had to walk away from my computer for a while- and I got Ending #20 so that alone
tells me there's enough to see to justify another run. The game can end quickly or go on for a while based on decisions you
make in the game and I'm not going to spoil anything for anyone, but I will give some fair warning. This game can get a bit dark.
Still fun, but depending on some decisions made in game, can get dark.

I could honestly make this a long and thorough reveiw, but I would just end up repeating myself and running on so I would
rather settle for the traditional pros and cons. I break VN games down into 5 categories unless something unique happens The
Story obviously, The Characters, The Pacing, The Music and The Art.

CONS:
The music -The music is fine, far from the best, but passable. The reason I list it as a con is it seems to cut before it should, but
that may be an issue with my PC so let's say this is a middle ground.
START-UP -The game does not start off great, it starts off rather dull. Its kind of like "Get past the first few episodes and your
set" deal. If you can make it past the first two-three days in game you'll be good

PROS:
THE ART -While not the best I've ever seen is acceptable and I don't mean the character pictures I mean the background, the
characters themselves are subpar at best.
THE CHARACTERS -They seem one dimensional at first and even a little cliche they are well written and as the game
progresses they show depth and emotion that make them actual characters and not B-list cut outs.
THE STORY -If you get a summary of the story you will not expect it to be good, you just won't, but once you start and get past
the first few steps you'll realize how good it could get. You won't get sucked in or really immersed in it, but it is enjoyable.
Though it can take a long time or it could be over quickly based on decisions made.
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Ultimately I honestly cannot recommend this game enough, while I do realize not everyone has my level of enjoyment out of
visual novels this would be one I recommend because of how it can turn out and all the things that could happen. Obviously
replaying it just to see everything can very easily and just as quickly become repetitive and tedious, but for the first few times I
think it would be worth it. I do think this game is worth it, it is far more than it's initial appearance my suggest and BurstRay
Games really hit the nail on the head with this one.. Very braindead but very dope at the same time. Definitely worth the 60
cents I paid.. Owned the for game 2 hours. Game has frozen then crashed ~12 times. Mad at myself for not refunding. Instead
of paid DLC how about fixing the ♥♥♥♥ing game?. Look, the UI and the plot are awful. I cannot do a John Woo style bullet
dodge of those truths. The core game is solid though and in some scenarios looks gorgeous. It's hotline miami meets max payne
like everyone else has been saying.
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Can't exactly recommend this in it's current state. The game has 3 separate tutorials that miss out on things you need to know to
play. It does let you know these during game play but the pop ups only appear after the information would have been useful.
Such as on endless what does the button in the left corner do or that you can buy an upgrade to resurrect monsters after the only
one has already died. Had to restart multiple times due to the lack of important information and one time a ghost got stuck in the
stairs.

The game itself is difficult in a way that isn't exactly fun. Scaring people means watching them waiting for your abilities to cool
down. Then in my case getting to see them flee the hotel when you've finally managed to scare someone. Maybe I've got
something wrong with what I'm doing but this isn't worth the price tag.. this game is unplayable , i got stuck on the early
mission, something bugged so i cant walk through downstairs
i was wondering what to do and suddenly when i press f2, the game just messed up. Crash To the Desktop: The Game. A nice
Add-on to the game.. A nice little retro title. Worth the price.. I highly recommend this game for many reasons.

1. It's adorable! There's a scientist cat, custom cats based off of the devs' cats (I assume?), and whenever you beat a level you
have some cats singing along! There are so many little things that are adorable. You should pay attention to the cats' screens.

2. The art style is beautiful. It's really colorful and eye pleasing. Each color used has a purpose in the game, wether it indicate
difficulty or choice.

3. The puzzles are really enjoyable. I've had more than 5 experiences where I've thought a puzzle was downright impossible for
a long time. Yet, I was able to figure it out after playing around with it a bunch. As time goes on you start to learn a few tricks to
solving puzzles, yet there is little to no change to the gameplay itself. This is how to do a puzzle game.

I think the only thing that I would have to say against it is sometimes the puzzles are a little too hard. There have been a few
cases where I've wanted to throw something.. https://youtu.be/x_CpsBG0vVI

Point and click with challenge best sums up this game. However there are some bugs and issues in this modern digital version
that were not present in the CD version. sometimes moving between areas can cause the game to crash. So save often.

While the visuals do show their age, and navigation is old skool where you click to where you want to go to, then your character
moves. However there is a lot of titanic to explore. in fact pretty much most of the ship.

Puzzles wise some are quite challenging, especially as the game has multiple endings. So if you want to get the 'best' ending you
will need to have your thinking cap on for sure. There is even an atttempt at adding some action to the game with fight sequnces.
They are not so good, but at least it shows some imagination on behalf of the developers.

And finally there is the voice acting. You will meet many quite memorable characters in this game, and the voice acting fits
them down to a tee and is very well done. In fact my biggest gripe is the terrible soundtrack, an absolute dirge. luckily you can
turn the volume down and I recommend you do.

If your after a challenging P&C then this game is for you. If your just interested in the Titanic, then still get it as there is a free
roam mode to explore all over the ship.
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